
!Partner Mile/Lap SplitsPartner Mile/Lap SplitsPartner Mile/Lap SplitsPartner Mile/Lap Splits!    
    

Name  _________________________   Date _____________Name  _________________________   Date _____________Name  _________________________   Date _____________Name  _________________________   Date _____________    My Goal  Time  ____________My Goal  Time  ____________My Goal  Time  ____________My Goal  Time  ____________    
Conditions (weather, how I feel physically today, etc.) Conditions (weather, how I feel physically today, etc.) Conditions (weather, how I feel physically today, etc.) Conditions (weather, how I feel physically today, etc.) 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________    
Record of TimesRecord of TimesRecord of TimesRecord of Times::::    
Lap 1  ____________Lap 1  ____________Lap 1  ____________Lap 1  ____________                                                SplitsSplitsSplitsSplits    
    
Lap 2  ____________Lap 2  ____________Lap 2  ____________Lap 2  ____________        Lap 2 time minus Lap 1 time = ___________Lap 2 time minus Lap 1 time = ___________Lap 2 time minus Lap 1 time = ___________Lap 2 time minus Lap 1 time = ___________    
            
Lap 3  ____________Lap 3  ____________Lap 3  ____________Lap 3  ____________        Lap 3 time minus Lap 2 time = ___________Lap 3 time minus Lap 2 time = ___________Lap 3 time minus Lap 2 time = ___________Lap 3 time minus Lap 2 time = ___________    
    
Lap 4  ____________Lap 4  ____________Lap 4  ____________Lap 4  ____________        Lap 4 time minus Lap 3 time = ___________ Lap 4 time minus Lap 3 time = ___________ Lap 4 time minus Lap 3 time = ___________ Lap 4 time minus Lap 3 time = ___________     

I met my Goal:   I met my Goal:   I met my Goal:   I met my Goal:   !!!!    !!!!    
                                                                                                    Yes         No    Yes         No    Yes         No    Yes         No    
Plan for meeting my goal next time if the answer was NO above… 
 
 

 
 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""    

""""     Heart Rate  _________ (to be taken immediately after finishing the mile run)     Heart Rate  _________ (to be taken immediately after finishing the mile run)     Heart Rate  _________ (to be taken immediately after finishing the mile run)     Heart Rate  _________ (to be taken immediately after finishing the mile run)    
(6 second count for the heart rate/add a z(6 second count for the heart rate/add a z(6 second count for the heart rate/add a z(6 second count for the heart rate/add a zero to the number and record above)ero to the number and record above)ero to the number and record above)ero to the number and record above)    

Calculate your training heart rateCalculate your training heart rateCalculate your training heart rateCalculate your training heart rate:                            :                            :                            :                            ####    
    
220 minus your age220 minus your age220 minus your age220 minus your age                220 220 220 220 ---- _______ = _______ _______ = _______ _______ = _______ _______ = _______    
                                        (a)(a)(a)(a)    
    
multiply (a) by .60 (60%) and .80 (80%).          multiply (a) by .60 (60%) and .80 (80%).          multiply (a) by .60 (60%) and .80 (80%).          multiply (a) by .60 (60%) and .80 (80%).              _______ X .6 = _______________ X .6 = _______________ X .6 = _______________ X .6 = ________    

(a)(a)(a)(a)    (b)(b)(b)(b)    
    

_______ X .8 _______ X .8 _______ X .8 _______ X .8 = ________= ________= ________= ________    
(a)(a)(a)(a)    (c)(c)(c)(c)    

(a)(a)(a)(a)    = your maximum heart rate= your maximum heart rate= your maximum heart rate= your maximum heart rate    
(b)(b)(b)(b)    = minimum training heart rate  = minimum training heart rate  = minimum training heart rate  = minimum training heart rate  ----    the lowest rate at which you should train to receive minimumthe lowest rate at which you should train to receive minimumthe lowest rate at which you should train to receive minimumthe lowest rate at which you should train to receive minimum    
          aerobic heart conditioning benefits.          aerobic heart conditioning benefits.          aerobic heart conditioning benefits.          aerobic heart conditioning benefits.    
(c)(c)(c)(c)    = maximum training heart rate = maximum training heart rate = maximum training heart rate = maximum training heart rate ––––    the highest heart rate at which you shouldthe highest heart rate at which you shouldthe highest heart rate at which you shouldthe highest heart rate at which you should train to receive train to receive train to receive train to receive    
               maximum aerobic heart conditioning benefits.       maximum aerobic heart conditioning benefits.       maximum aerobic heart conditioning benefits.       maximum aerobic heart conditioning benefits.    

GOAL:  Your heart rate should decrease as you get more fit! GOAL:  Your heart rate should decrease as you get more fit! GOAL:  Your heart rate should decrease as you get more fit! GOAL:  Your heart rate should decrease as you get more fit! ####    
    


	Yes         No
	Plan for meeting my goal next time if the answer was NO above…

	GOAL:  Your heart rate should decrease as you get more fit! (

